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A hundred courses. It feels like we've trivialized her very real problems by overcoming them with the power
of friendship. Considering how blatantly she was based on Shawn, I actually like this one gigantic difference
between them. Ginger, Maya's pet ferret, returns, and is revealed to originally have found its way to the Hart
household on its own. He always uses the same tone, he handles every situation the same way. Not only was
Shawn infamously opposed to receiving charity from anyone, or anything he even vaguely perceived to be
charity, but now that I think about it At Topanga's bakery, Farkle asks if they would mind if he transferred to
Einstein academy; they say they would, but it wouldn't change their friendship. It wasn't readily apparent what
they were going for. Because you deserve it. All they needed was a few lines scattered through the season
leading up to this to get us invested. I appreciate that. She has nice clothes, she lives in a decent place in what
appears to be a basically safe neighborhood, she gets her meals regular, I'm sure she frequents doctors and
dentists, she gets the same education that billionaire Stuart Minkus is giving his own kid. I honestly cannot tell
you what the theme was. You mentioned how Maya's easy accepting of charity makes her an Anti-Shawn, and
that's actually very true and something that's always been true about her. Sorry everyone! It took Cory's
fucking pie on the chalk board for you to understand the difference between the 1st and 3rd world?
Meanwhile, Stuart and Jennifer are talking with Cory and Topanga in the living room bay window; Jennifer
explains that she used to be fearless, but now that she's a mother she lives in constant fear that something
could happen to Farkle. Okay, so, Sean's review was pretty thorough, and it's like half a week later, and no one
probably cares anymore, and I don't have a lot of time, so I'm just going to do this real quick-like. I liked him
in the classroom scenes a feat! It almost always takes being smacked in the face with how shitty life is for
other people before we start to actually appreciate what we have - and even then, we'll forget about it two
hours later and will again think we're the unluckiest people in the world because our train's running late So I
don't begrudge them this one.


